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Foreign study offered of Arab peace
Experts

by Lisa Cline
Staff Writer
Imagine hiking through the
English countryside, skiing
down the Swiss Alps, or traveling along the French Riviera.
Some University of Maine
students no longer have to imagine — they have already done
these things.
Each year the UMaine Study
Abroad Program offers
students the opportunity to experience life in a foreign
country.
. "We can send a student
almost anywhere in the
world," said Mary Jo Sanger,
study abroad coordinator.
Presently UMnhte offers
students the chance to study at
one of 25 universities
throughout the world.
Students will be able to learn
what it is like td study in a
foreign country at the Studs
Abroad Information Fair on
Tuesday.
The fair, which will be held
today from 4-8 p.m. in the
Memorial Union. will give
those interested in studying
abroad the oppOrtunity to talk
with representatives of the
various programs offered at
UMairse and with students who

and is opening up constantly," she said. "It is no longer
just Americans dealing with
other Americans. Now we are
citizens .of the world dealing
with -other citizens of the
world."
Sanger said the study abroad
have returned from studying experience prepares students
for *life in an "international
abroad.
Information about the Na- world."
"If we are going to deal in
tional Student Exchange prothe
international world we have
grans,-which allows students to
to
learn
to be international.,"
study at various universities
Tawny Jo Hunter, a senior
throughout the United .States.
civil engineering major who
- will also be available. The chance to study in a studied at the University of
foreign country is an "educa- London Polytechnique last
tional investment that will pay spnng, said she now feels ready
dividends in the future," to meet the challenges of the international world.
Sanger said.
"I feel that I can go
Senior Michelle Ouellette,
anywhere
in the world and
who studied at the University of
stand
on
my
own two feet,"
Paris last year, said the experience was "definite's. Hunter said.
Presently there are up to 50
worthwhile."
"I learned so much about UMaine students studying
people and what is happening abroad, well below the number
outside the United States." Sanger would like to see going
Ouellette said. "It was definite- overseas.
ly won hv. hale. I would do it aa— _ "We should hase 10 times
more students studying
over again in a second."
Sanger said Americans are abroad." she said.
She said the small number of
slowly beginning to realire the
UMaine
students studying in
impact that world affairs have
foreign
countries
is partly due
on their lives,
'The world has opened up.
(see STUDY page 6)
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by Michael Di Cicco
Staff Writer
—
Mainers generate - to—o—inueh solid
-waste and though recycling will help, it's
only part of the solution, a state official
• said Monday.
. George Macdonald, director of Waste
Reduction and Rec._ ycling.in the Maine
Department or Economic and Community Development, said waste reduction is paramount in Solving Maine's
growing solid waste problem.
"If we don't generate the waste in the
first place, we doh't have to dispose of
14" he told a small crowd in Winslow
Hall.
Macdonald, who spoke as part of the
University of Maine's agricultural and
resource CCOROMICS seminar, stressed the
need for people to change their habits
and throw away less.
Macdonald estimated that each person in the state generated about 1,400
pounds of solid waste every year.
"A lot of what we throw awayls not

Despite over 70 years of
bloodshed and anger, Palestinians and Israelis sat beside one
another at the University of
Maine last Fnday to listen to
experts explain their "conditions for peace."
Some Middle East critics
believe peace is unobtainable
and consider the recent declaration by the Palestinians to end
that war a bluff. These experts
considered themselves optimists
and pragmatists
ddressing a crowd of approximately 120 students, professors and faculty in the
Hilltop Conference area, seven
guest lecturers: Palestinian.
American and Israeli, brought
"intentional, peaceful insights"
to UMaine. The seminar titled "Peace in the Middle East"
was sponsored by the Peace
Studies Program at UMaine.
Most of the lecturers agreed
problems in the Middle East
are i!extremely complex."
because's(the religious and territorial ithplications. One
speaker- said he considered the
recent actions taken by Palestinian Liberation Organization
leader, Yasir Arafat as a "step

rvs,

,

toward the end of the sacred
war."
"The Palestinians have taken
substantial steps toward this
declaration," Said Alex Grab,
a native Israeli and history professor at UMaine. "Now the
burden is on the Israeli government."
Grab said Israel "needs to
drop its refusal of negotiations
and make an equivalent move"
comparable to Arafat's
declaration.
In December 1988, Arafat
addressed the United Nations in
Geneva declaring he was
prepared to resolve the ArabIsraeli conflict. Israel refused
negotiations.
The United States and Israel
were the only two countries
within the U.N. who would not
recognize the Palestine state.
He insisted the peace-making
process was not a one-way
street.
"There are necessary steps
that need to be,kaken by both
the Israelis and the Palestinians
if they want peaceful relations."
Grab described these conditions as recognizing one
another's governments and
(see PEACE page 2.3)
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garbage,
—
"
- be said. "h's a MOW=
And although Macdonald said he with the cost (of recycLuig) became the
and WO,*Mild use it."
doesn't favor the state subsidizing the state is concerned with peossetingthe enMisedosudd said the, solid waste _recycling effort, he does think it should
vironmenr," he said.
genet Med by Maine industry topped one
Macdonald said the report- also
heir,the private sector deal WW1 Me solid
million tons each year,an amount which _waste generated by industry.
(see WASTE page 8)
dwarfed that generated by communities.
"The state should help businesses
The waste from industry, he said, includes sludge from paper mills, tanneries
and water treats:teat plants.
Macdonald said his office submitted
a report to the Legislature outlining its
recommendations for dealing with the
state's solid waste problem.
The report included a recommendation for a 25 percent reduction of solid
waste generated by Mainers by 1994.
"That recommendation is something
that I think can be and will be implemented by the_tegillaitne."_:_Macdonald said. —
'.
He said the gate could achieve the 1.L
Due to a printing error, the captions for the candidates for General Stupercent reduction goal through a pro,-. - . dent Semite were
reversed. On the left are candidates T.J. Ackermann
gram starting with waste reduction and
and John Gallant. On the right are Royce Albert and Clyde Armstrong.
recycling and ending with incineration
The Campus regrets the error.
and using landfills.
Recycling isn't cheap, he said.
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Staff Writer
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Armenians arrive in U.S.
ANNOUNCE

BOSTON (AP) — Victims of the
recent Armenian earthquake, some
so sevaly injured that their limbs,
skulk and bones are crushed, are
beginning to arrive in the United
States this week for medical

tne IOU) ANNual

Fill 24-171t Relay MartaMoN

Their stories are varied and tragic.
doctors who participated in the relict
effort said Monday.
For example, 15-year-old I ens had
come to the United States for operations that may restore her paralyzed
left hand. Doctors say she was trapped under the rubble for three days
v,ith her mother Unaware her
mother had died, the teen-ager clut-

to bet4Efit Me Maim OM/nen Of
the AmenicaN CANCER Society

—•
The Marathon will be at the University of Maine Fieldhouse on
February 11 - 12. 1989.

Oxford textile mill charged

-soronty.
ce.iglividuals may
Am, organization, dormitory traternity.
enter a team made up of 2 t h) runners each running 1 mile per turn

OXFORD. Maine (AP} --TheRobinson Manufacturing Co.. a textile dyeing and finishing *plant, was
- charged Monday in state and federal
court with violating water-pollution
laws in this western Maine town.
in -U.S., DiSUiC4
-4--A- lawsuit It
alleges that the
Court in Port
110-year-o mill discharged wastes
contai •i "excessively high levels of
solid nd other pollutants" into an
from Thompson Lake to the
title Androscoggin River in violation of the (lean Water Act.
A seperate, 16-count suit filed by
Attorney General James E. Tierney
_

Donations to be collected as pledges per mile that the entire team runs
Prizes awanied for most miles run and most money raised.
Pick-up-your-entry blanks 31 the Office ol StudalILACthitties Or *dm
•
entrs tee per team
FIJI House $5.0
For more information call Marathon Chairman Mike Kenneds at
866-4485 or 58 1 4 1 3

Enter your team today and start training!
A/1

_
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KABUL, Afghanistair(AP)--Tbe-----Soviet soidierieftirighor-en-Sunda*,.
Soviet officials in
last military convoys rolled north
Afgh4n capital.
toward the border Monday, Soviet
Mown er. said about 1.000 Red Army
officials said. More than a "'ea
troopers ssould remain at the airpon
_
before the deadline for the Red Aruntil the end of nett Meek.
my to leave a frustrating war in which
Eduard A. Sbevardnadze, the
it lost more than 13,000 men.
Soviet foreign minister, Met with
- Hundreds of Soviet soldiers guardracials in neighboring Pakistan but
ed the airport, where military
did not finds way to end the II-yeartransports brought in food and fuel
oh civil was peacefully. He said
to ease the shortages caused by a
Monday the Soviets would continue
blockade of Kabul by Moslem goer'iiitiporting the:Magill-government
rillas who surround it.
in Kablkbut would not send troops
In Moscow, the Communist Party
back intiilhe c,ountrs
ncwspaper Pravda said "the last

rsday, February I89
11:55 a.m. - 1:05 p.m.
wart Commons Private Dining Room
LUNCH IS PROVIDED THROUGH THE LINE
BY RESIDENTIAL LIFE

Mrs. Dukakis seeks treatment
,4

Marilyn Nichols. SSJ. PhD.. Newman Center:1
Contact Person for Information on the Program
866-2155
Nancy Earle. MC, M.A., Orland Artist
Influenced by Native American Spirituality

Discussion Facilitators:

Robinson has a permit to discharge
limited quantities of pollutants, but
the Maine Audubon Society and
Natural Resources Defense Council
Inc., a New York-based ens rionmen
talist group, allege in their federal
lawsuit that the 4:ompany exceeded
those limits at least .5-1 times sintx
Lebruars 1988.

Last Soviet convoys depart

TOPIC: IMAGES TOWARD WHOLENESS
ON LIFE'S *-6RNEY
ART -

Presentation:

in Superior Court on-Iselialf Of the
state and its Board of Envrionmental Protection alleges numerous %iota
tions of state water-qualits lass.
resulting from waste discharges into
the Thompson Lake outlet last scar

FOOD FOR THOU

LUNCHEON/DISCUSSION/SLIDES

"Introduction:

ched her so tightly that her hand was
frozen into a claw shape.
"The(Soviet)doctors told us very
sad stories," Nishan G. Goudsoutun,chief of pediatric &beg:le-a:Woo
at Massachusetts General Hospital
said at a news conference.'They said
that they didn't gm their first smile
from a kid for three weeks. The kids
couldn't sleep through the night.
They said one would start crying and
all the others would start.'
Two American orpnizatuins, Project HOPE and Americares, are coordinating what are the firpst airlifts of
Arminian earthquake victims to the
United States

Orono Campus Ministers

Program is co-sponsored by Campus Ministries and
Residential Life.
'Contact Jennifer Thibodeau at 581-4583 to reserve a meal ticket.

BOSTON(AP) — Kitts Dukakis,
the wife-of-Gov. Michael S. Dukakis,
has entered an alcohol treatment program in Newport, R.I., according to
a statement issued by the governor's
press office Monday that blamed the
letdown after his failed presidential
campaign.
Dukakis, 52, had a history of addictions and. diensial-tieperidence but
was never known to be dependent on
alcohol until the statement was
released this afternoon.
In July 1987, Dukakis announced
that she had recovered earlier from
a 26-year dependency on diet pills.
The governor's wife,said she had conquered her addiction to. amphetamines, which she hid from her
husband.

Dukakis said his wife entered the
Ldgehill Newport facility. Sunday-es ening and will stay there for about -30 days.
"Until shortly after election day on
Nov. 8, kitty had neser had a problem with alcohol," . Dukakis said.
"Unfortunately, a combination of
physical exhaustion, the stress of the
campaign effort and the post-election
letdown all combined to create the
tuatuion in which, on a limited
number of occasions while at home,
she has used alcohol in excessise
quantities," the governor said.
Dukakis said Mrs. Dukakis decided to enter the well-known clinic
soluntarily and said he and his
Is supported her decision.
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by M. A. Sheridan
For the Campus

!r hand was
The Maine Masque Theater will continue its Pavilion Theater series of plays
this week with a run of Wallace Shawn's
"Aunt Dan and Lemon.' directed by
Cate Davis. and Joshua Liveright.
The ploy is set in present day England
and focuses on the memories of an ailing young woman and how her educalion has shaped her view of the world.
The production features Becky
Robinson of Orono, a first-time actress
and University of Maine- sophomore
English major, as Aunt Dan.
"I met Cate Davis in an acting
class," Robinson said. "She asked me
to audition, I've never done anything
like this before. I was only in the class
because I had to fill a requirement and
it seemed like the most interesting
one."
Robinson said now that she is involved with the show, she has really come
to enjoy being Aunt Dan. "She's an exciting person," she said of her alter
ego. "She enjoys life...she has a tcndency to please herself, to satisfy herself.
She does not conform to societal conventiop.- Sheii_hcr own person, old
that's what I like about her."
"Aunt Dan and Lemon" is told in
flashback, with Lemon, played by
senior theater major Lucy Dawes, nar-
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And stay ahead of the g

rating the story with her own memories.
Those memories are largely of long
afternoons spent listening to Aunt Dan.
"I truly think Dan loves Lemon,"
Robinson said, "but she also feels sorry
for her, because she has been left
(because of Self-absorbed, disinterested
parents, played by UMaine graduate
Laura Sparks and freshman Mike Gaffney) to develop her emotional needs on
her own."
,Liveright. who directed lonesco's
The Lesson" in the fail of 1987 and
recently shined as Jake in Maine Masclue's production of "A Lie of the
Mind," said the play "teas the story.
roughly, of an older woman/college
professor, and a young anorexic girl,
and the influence the former has in the
latter's life."
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SA, CANADA
i
VOVNVO
'Mysterious, exciting, familiar
yet foreign ,
'Come on up - study in Canada

He and partner Davis picked the show
."because, well, among other things, it
is timely politically...l think 'Aunt Dan
and Lemon' addresses some issues intcrpersonally as well as socially. Like
who has responsibility and power, and
how that is used."

1

STUDY ABROAD INFORMATION FAIR
Tuesday, February 7
4:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.
North and South Lown Rooms
MEMORIAL UNION

Other cast members include Tammy
Duffy and Matt Ames as Mindy and
Andy. Aunt Dan's colorful friends, Joe
Coleman as Janet.and Tyler 7.imha as
Raimondo. "Aunt Dan and Lemon"
will be performed February 8-11 at the
Pavilion Theatre. with all curtains at
8:00 p.m

I

Sponsored by the Centre for Canadian-American Studies
— For more information contact Mrs. Sanger at 581-4222 id-•
mmem:=uma.:=mc.;=IIIIIIIIC.:=IIIIIIIC:=IIIIIIM:-mm•P'.:=1
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Wright concedes to majority rule
Gray said members feared a vote to
"The majority will rule," he said,
from 589.500 to $135,000 under the
.aid Monday's debate and adjourn "was
proposal.
promising a vote that "will be plain
soing to be interpreted as a vote on the
'it:
by
recommended
The raises,
pretty damn simple."
supt.__..pay
raise." He said any vote to in.
been
had
commission,
presidential
One leading opponent of-the- raise,
ex-,
lawmakers' salary Wileld NOW
by
crease
and
Bush
President
said
Nader,
ported by
consumer advocate Ralph
if it's -a vote on 4
Commission.
"Even
- pram
fail.
The
had
Reagan.
he
showed
President
capitulation
Wright's
realized "that the power of the people . formed in 1967. nieetS'every four years At ain't going to pass." Gray ildiredi
. "This pay raise is dead," said Rep.
to recommend pay levels.
is greater than the power of his tyranny
Tauke, R-Iowa and an architect
-Thomas
coordinarequire
A House vote will
in (trying to) close down the House of
opposition
strategy.
the
of
95-5
voted
which
sot
Senate,
tion with the
Representatives until the members
said he expects('onTauke,
however,
rejection
complicated
more
.for a
their salary increase."
The speaker gave no indication
measure last Thursday that included a gress to take up the issue later, along
plan to roll back the increase for Con- with a review of honoraria, often paid
whether the vote would also repeal raises
gress and the execut is e branch officials. to members by special interests seeking
for federal judges and top executive
Wright said he had bccn in touch with to influence legiststion.
branch officials. Mcmbcrs of Congress
1 he vote and Wright's subsequent anjump
salaries
annual
Senate Majority Leader George J. Mitwould see their
chell, D-Maine, on a common approach nouncement came after Majority Leader
that would be needed to send legislation Thomas Foley. D-Wash.. presiding)ver
4ACII
London School of- EC0410111
Monday's session, refused to recognize
the raise to Bush.
Both houses must approve resolutions a pay-raise opponent who wanted to inand Political Scionce
troduce a resolution calling for a sotc
rejecting the plan to stM.
A chance to study and live in London
the hike.
on
raise
pay
after
came
turnaround
The
Junior-year programs Postgraduate Diplomas. OneThat set the stage for more than 30
opponents mustered a 238-88 majority
Year Master s Degrees and Research Opportunities in
against a House Democratic leadership minutes of barbed debate between the
the Social Sciences
two sides.
motion to adjourn.
From the start. the House electronicThe wide range of subjects includes "The majority has spoken. and
Accounting and Finance • Actuanal Solana.•
board showed the adjourranast mo
tote
emphatically."
speak
will
majorits
bilnes
Studies • Economics • EConornetfiCe---0---don;
by House Majority Whip Ton%
afterwards.
said
Wright
Economic History • European Studies • Geogrepliy•
Government • Hearth Planning•Housing •industrial
The chairman of the .House 'Coelho. D-Calif.. was losing.
Relations •International History•international Rela.Wright last week conducted a private
Democratic Caucus, Rep. Bill Gray,Dtions • Law • Management Science • Operational
Pa.. predicted there would be "no pas survey of Howe members and said the
Research • Philosophy, Logic Scientific Method •
raise, no change" in the lawmakers' results showed they did not want a vote
Population Studies • Politics • Regional and Urban
Planning •Sea-Use Policy • Social Administration'
Gray also said he doubted the before the raise took effect. Despite the
salary.
social Anthropology • Social Planning in Developing
move to ban speaking fees fact, random surveys by The Associated
would
House
Countries•Social Work •SociolOgy•Social Psycholand other honoraria — a plan favored Press and other organizations showed
ogy• Statistical and Mathematical Sciences•
Systems Analysis•
sentiment in favor of a vote.
by Wright in return for the raise.

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
speaker of the House, Jim Wright caved in Monday to opponents of a 51 percent congressional pay raise, conceeding
"the majority has spoken" in demanding a vote that will likely keep senators
and representatives from getting any
increase.
Wright had planned to let the raise
take effect Wednesday, then have the
House vote the next day to back it to 30
percent.
On Monday, however, after opponents won a dramatic vote to keep the
issue alive on the House floor. relented
and said the chamber will vote Tuesday
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Maine Mentor Program
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Gather career information through
contacts with professionals.
Summonses, arrests
Jeffery W. Ward, 19, of Alfred.
Maine. was arrested Feb. 5 for
Operating Under the Influence. He
wilt appear in 3rd District Court,
Bangor, Feb. 24.
Carmella Cesave, 20, of Orono,
was summoned to 3rd District Court
facing charges of unlawful use -of a
Maine State identification to gain access 10- a licensed premises. Court
date. Feb. 17.
John A. Boswech. 20. of
Cumberland Hall. and Joseph

Sangiulions. 18, also of Cumberland
Hall were summoned to 3rd District
Court facing charges of possession of
alcohol by a minor. Court date, Feb.
1 7.
•
Matthew P. Mercier, 19. of Fairfield. Maine. and Christopher D.
Nelson. 18, of North Smithfield,
R I., were summoned to rd Dismct
Court for possesaiorrof false Math
State identification. Court, Feb. 17.
Michael Roza, 21, of Lisbon Falls.
Maine, was summoned to 3rd District
C'ourt facing charges of unlawful
trafficking of drugs. Court. Feb. 17.

House,electionic
idj011111111Elli mt..

What can the program do for you...?
Here is actual feedback from
students who have used the program:

Senior:
'My Mentor explained
what jobs were available
in finance with my degree,
something I was unaware of...

tiry

Whip Tons
losing.
bdtkted a pro ate
yrs and said the
I not want a sole
lect. Despite the
y The Associated
Lizations showed
a vote.
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BLOODS
-In Oral Historr of the Vietnam Wal

by Black Veterans

Afro-American Student Association

presents:

Wallace Terry
February-7,-1989 at 8:00 p.m.
Hauck Auditorium
A NACA WINNER FOR 1987

At-s

Ihe BLOWS lectureislideshow was featured in the 1985
svniposnim at Wake forest University that %win the 198?
Nabonal Lecture Award of the Nahonal todsonationni--------Campus Actrvibes. -Vietnam Reflections Ten Years Afterwas sponsored by the Wake Forest Student Union BLOODS is
about cLurage and faith. Sear and despau. life and death.
and battlefield brothertxxxl It's about America's first
integrakd war and the relationships forged there Wallace
Terry was a fust-hand witness to the Civil Rights Movement
as a reporter for The Washington Post Then he became one of
a handhil d correspondents who covemd the Vietnam War for
No more years He was there at the height of the war, during
hi Ofiensiw and Hamburger Hill You read he reports m
flow And, more recently. vou haw read him in USA Today.

SPONSORED BY:
Mee d ham berm .id
Ma*/ Smiles, TUB,sad
The Lod hod

is al im in

4

YailE4ft7.

Senior:
He was extremly helpful
and informative to the
extent that I am switching
career objectives...'
Junior:
VMy Mentor was very easy
to speak with and mentioned
possible Summer employment
leads for_ ineclito follow up on...'
Sophomore:

C'T

r

as very interesting talking to-her-and
1 was able to gain insights on which
areasi study to choose as my major,'
March Break is a perfect time
to make your career_ contact&
Local Mentors are also available
for you to speak with throughout
the semester. NOW is the best
time to start lookingfor answers
to your career concerns.
Maine Mentor Program
Career Center
Basement of Wingate Hall

t.

-
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CLASSIFIEDS
• 20 smiling voices needed kw pleasant

'ADOPTION

'Pregnant and 0:modems adoption? Our
happy tan* would kwe to haw a ne% bath
toin us. Expense paid. For more intorma
bon, c$1 our attorney collect:
(408) 28B-7100 A149, Any interstate
adoption Must be done in compliance with
Mame faws. Title 22. Chapler 1153

telephone work in Bangor Ace Med dress
neady. speak clearly, and be entbuoirstk
I wrung and weekendowings livable immediately $5.00 an how plus daily bonus
and inoenbw Plan Apply lb person ACADLA
VII1AGE Bangor office 27 Stak St

FOUND:'1 par wire nnvned stan25. iost outside ;ernes Hal parking lot. Victory optional,
Contact. Terry Strout 2308

Have you had a probiern with car rears?
Student Legal Services can he you St Sia
ofhcr provide bre kgal
pioks.N.LAial
advice to undegrads Memorial Union
2nd Icor.

LOST: Man's run. sokl. set with imitation
red Stifie REWARD Reza,rebarn 11 found
Was my grandfather's ong RB: 827-8663
PERSONAL
PRODUCTS

1982 Honda Gvic, $1300 or best oller She's
a wicked good cx1 Cali 1;7-3167 a iat
Dave.

SPORTS NUTRMON. Vgamins, high-iecti
supplimeok. sile-of-the-art programs Free
preele_Wd [king Dept 278 Box 9737
lhaf
—tionST 06536
—

Pak El* CM.Good osadb3n. CisespM
CALL 866-7491
SPRING BREAKILHELP WANTED
STUDENT NEEDED to act as Secretary for
the ,General Student Senate, Tlvs is a paid
•position. Tuesday Nights. 6prn - 9pm and
f.Oif 1-2 hours in the rest (4 the week
Gocaltink taking abrih a mut. CALI, 1775
sbiti-by the Student Gov't office. 3rd Ikxx
Memorial Union. -

SUMMER JOBS
Resort hotels. crunekners. airlines and arnur
merit parks. now &opting applicaborr for
spring and summer fobs. internships, and
career posrborz for more information and
an aFplicabon. write National Collegiate
Recreanon Servxr PO Box 8074. Hilton
Head, SC 29938

LOST & FOUND

FREE LEGAL SERVICE

FOR SALE

WAKE N-BAKF in beautiful Negnl. lanalCa.
UrearVabie !firing break Pacia9e SiXtinS
a11439_.. Call Sun. Splash Tours at:
J4100411247710,

SPRDVIREAK kiassau/Paractee Island karn
1299 , Package includes Roundtrip ur
Traders, 7 rughts hold. Beat+ panics we
Cnme Frer acimmon rughtiubs
Tuts and mire!!! Carrun packages also
available!! °Tinge mall group. earn tree
trip' 1-800-231-0113 or (203) 967-3330

SI INNER FMPI OYMINT %mirk*stir*
Martha's Vineyard. Mass Saks clerks
and mutant candy makers
Write Murdrics Fudge.
5377 Londonderry S r—
Grand Rawls. MI. 49508

to-dieted that "students are just ncit
aware that the opportunity .exists."
- Sanger said she hopes today's fair will
generate more interest in foreign studies.
.L Maine students can choose to study ,
universities
in
such
at
countries as Great Britain, Spain, Brazil
Or Australia. Sanger said one UMaine
student is eNen studying in Nepal this
year
The university also offers an exchange
program with Kharkov State University in the Ukraine.
Sanger said it is recommended that
students who are interested in studying
abroad have a 2.5 grade point average
and a B average in ititii major, Sanger
said.
But these guidelines are by no means
stringent. The emphasis is on the "total
student" not just their G P.A.,she said.

VALENTINE'S DAY
EIDWERSAGAINT Ale youlikeiNffiliiii_
outrageous pnces for lowes it Valtikrit'S
Day'? C_AMPU.5 GRIIIIRS CAN HEIPI
special Viienee's
at reasonabk pikes. Cal: 942-3814
Between 6prn-lOpm

Got a problem?
Have a gripe?
Write a letter to
The Daily
Maine Campus,
Suite 7A
Lord Hall.

i,

ANIERICAN
CANCER
SOCIETY'

************************************* ************

General Student Senate
announces:
Remember to vote to fill the empty slots.
.If you have a boss to fixer

urn, pick contact your senator or come 10 the tonight's GU

Off-campus senators
T.J. Ackerman
John Dearden
Melissa Johnson

Ian [vans
Jessica Loos
Mike-5cott-

Scott Thomas
Eric Ewing
Curtis Stone

*
•

*

Gary Fogg
*
— Beth Bryon'
------------- -*
BoratirGould
Alexander Dinapol,i

On-campus senators
Bil Kennedy
UNFILLED
UNFILLED
UNFILLED
David Mc-Gowan
LIN1FILLED
UNFILLED
UNFULED

Androscoggin 'Hall
Aroostook Hail
Beientine, Chadbourne, Colvin, Estabrooke
Corbett, Oak-,, Hart, Hannibal Hamlin 'BallCumberland Hall
Dunn Hall
Gannett Hall
Hancock Hall

Core see low we peke

UNFILLED
Kennebec Hall
mie
Dawn Ptc,
Knox Hall
Gary Atwood
Oxford Kill
Penobscot, Stockier Hall
UNFILLED
Dwight Dorsey
Somerset Hall
EMaureen Rosenberg York Hall, York Village
'MIMED
UNFILLED
Fraternity
UN1FILLED
UNFILLED

difference for r•u:

The goners! Student Soots is leafed in 100 Nutting Hell and meets every rues* at 6:00 p.n.

**************************************************
•
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Maine losing its forest
because of harvesting

so pale oiser

are just not
ty .exists."
day's fair will
sreign studies.
loose to study
in
such
Spain. Brazil
one UMaine
in Nepal this

by Bill Breen
The Christian Science Monitor

GREENVILLE, Maine — Dick
Folsom points his deHavilland Beaver
floatplane into a headwind blowing
from the northeast, eases down on the
throttle, and takes off from the choppy
waters of Moosehead Lake. As the plane
ascends to 1,900 feet, the land takes on
the dark and arrowy shapes of the deep
:sopds.
Twenty years ago the only way a
woodsman could get to Maine's back
country. was to hike in over many miles
of rugged trails or fly in via floatplane.
Most of Maine's north woods is devoid
of development, lacking towns or evm
telephone lines. But man's imprint is
everywhere.
"This isn't wilderness anymore,"
shouts Folsom oVer the roar of the

.s an exchange
tate Universi-

mended that
in studying
point average
tiajor,Tititt

by no means
on the "total
'.A.. she said.

area is considered a "commercial
tOrest," that is, wooded land that can
be cut and marketed as various forest
products. Eight million of Maine's 20
million acres are owned by the timber
industry. Last year, loggers harvested
301,277 arcres of forest, almost half by
clear-cutting techniques, according to
the Maine Forest Service.
Dan Corcoran, a land-use manager
with the Great Northern Paper Company, predicts that clear-cutting practices will continue into the next decade,
because most of Maine's spruce and fir
trees have reached maturity at the same
time. •
• Weeri
dealing with a single age

(see WOOD page 221

A crane unloads pulpwood at the Great Northern Paper MIR.

Beaver's engine. "Only'people from
New Jersey still think it's so."
Every lake below is edged by a logging road. Oreat swaths of woodland,
barren and brown, have been denuded
by the chainsawis. As the plane nears
Chesuncook Lake, hundreds of acres of
treeless,T"clear cut" parcels iCeM to Out-

the wooded areas.
Ever since lumberjacks first took to

number

Maine's forest more than a century ago,
much of the woods has been manages
like an agricultural crop. Because the
forest remained largely inaccessible to
all but loggers and sportsmen who could
afford to fly remote regions, it retained
the aura described by Thoreau in his
treks through northern Maine.
Today, many argue that increased
clear-cutting of large areas, combined
with the recent construction of a sast
Private road network, is robbing the
forest of its wild chanter. .
"Maine's wilderness is largely perception." says Paul Frederic, executive
director of the land Use Regulation
Commission. "The north woods is really a working v.00dlot rather than a
wilderness."
Nearly 86 percent of Maine's total

IN THE ARM
YOU'LL
TAKE CHARGE
IN MORE WAYS
THAttONE.
• There's an 441E4 &men++,toun
-tieing a num die Arms `6)u'll
"have incvresçasaMtks.

And
enaw the rtlicet t and
prestige that ceime naturalla to
I v44
eism .m.tsttica-n. in
dr Arm Nurse Corps.
lilUt Tina ,rn and tintinsel will
be m:fI%e'ls nought 41)1.1 listened _
to. Yoti'll hase oprortunities to
practice nursing in a variety of enviunnsitents. from hieb-rech
militan hospitals to N1ASil units,,,
in the I. tined States or tAr erW.I.S. Arun Nursing pros airs good
pus and lynch's. opportunities kw
continuing cdis.anon in cur
cluisen specraity, seniority that
moves with you when you Jo,
and aih eipenence souvarit put
2 rilrkt tag on.
INsc, cr "he Arms NUNC
(24nrps diticren.r.. Talk to an Arms
Nurse Recruiter totiav. .
Call 207-775-2194
src David Perkins
Nurse Recruiter
4
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ARMY NURSE CORPS.
BE ALL YOU CAN BE:

_

With a little bit ofluck
youjust might make it through the week
_
Right from the start, the party is ntinstop.
\Our College Week opens with Jaw-king

Bermuda Whirring around our island on a
moped. t Do keep left') Our British an:IN-Ince and
colourful pubs. Great tennis and golf itvasaire ':4

lkirhecue Bash at beautiful Elbow Beach dancing. feasting,swimming and tanning on
soft, pink. sun splashed sands.

The heat goes on with spectacularbeach

parties featuring Bermuda's top rock,steel and
c, calypso harxis Daily lunches A limbo feStivaL
And an outrageousPart• Cruise to magnifkriit .

- liTearsourxi--Areornplanents ofthe ikrtni07---Department of.Tourism
Add to that all the things that.make Bermuda.

huniing in our shops. Jogging on quiet seaside
Mads—including a 2-k "Fun Run- from Horseshoe
Bay And the special feeling of being on a tiny
flower bedecked island. separated from
Oen-where and ,eryttiing by.600 miles of sea.
tbi_s Spring.h.. -ak atYay to an island that's
nu ire than It.K1 ql .sand and surf Cohan Your
Campus Travel Representative or Travel Agent fi if
more Bermuda College U'eek *tails.

Redman Sport& Travel
Ham-tick-Street
Quincy MA 02169
(61-1 —0 1403•04001 288 2328

-.96-6646

-4-
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O'Riley performs recital with grace
by Jennifer Devlin
Staff Writer
Christopher O'Riley's piano recital on
Sunday was one not to be missed.
The program began with Bach's Partita No. I.
The Partite began softly, growing intensely. O'Riley's fingers made the keys
come to life. His hands glided over the
keyboard smoothly', releasing magical
notes of pleasure.
Intrigued by his pertbrmance the audience sat in awe, awaiting the next
note, a remarkable note of sheer
pleasure.
O'Riley's mastery of the keyboard
could he well sett? as he made the enano
come alive; speaking in beautiful
melodic tones. O'Riley's hands raced
along the keys, displaying his expertise
of the piano.

In Partita, each note started out softly
as O'Riley continued to encourage it,
helping it along, until it finally reached
a magnificent crescendo.
O'Riley addressed the audience before
performing his second piece.
"Schumann was the master of the
short form, more famous for his short
pieces — very melodic and fragmented.
The Davidbundlertanze is 35 minutes
long with 18 different pieces," he
said.
Schumann's second piece of David --7--bundlertatue, Innis, began with great
ferocity. O'Riley wasted no time in helping the notes along in this piece.
O'Riley's hands commanded the keys,
the keys rexponding in harsh deep tones
which echoed throughout the concert
hall, beckoning everyone's attention.
Part four was performed with
breathtaking style. The notes would

sound out a harsh tone, only to be
echoed by a smooth one. The piece inWaived a series of transitions, from
rapidly moving cborda,to slow..gentle
.• movements which sang,musical themes.
Gaspard de la Nuit began with a quiet
tinkling of the chords, like raindrops.
Aitain 0'Riley's hands glided across the
keys with effortless ease.
This piece involved a series of crescendos; hands fluttering over the keys, ever
_so lightly, thcn, a crushing harsh heat
on the piano, demanding everyone's full
attention. The piece then took oh an
eerie sound, like music often heard in
the Phantom of the Opera. Quiet, soft
chords were echoed with steady :outlet
ones.
The third portion of this piece began
With a heavy vibrato note. It then
jumped to a series of higher chords, the
sound of which gave one the impression
of icicles suspended from a cave.
The Liszt/Mozart piece began with an

air of dignity, again directing all attention to focus upon the harsh tones coming from the piano. These tones were
greeted by lighter, livelier ones. Then the
harsh and light tones began dueling, ,
each trying to gain more power and attention, trying to attain a greater part
of the keyboard.
The constant battle between the two
was seemingly endless, until finally a
soft, playful twinkling of the keys
erupted. sounding like the dawn of a
new day — a new day which revealed yet
another portion of the piece. A livelier,
more playful portion which simply
wanted to entertain the audience, rather
than demand their attention.
And so it continued, a series of chords
answering the call of the other chords
O'Riley performed it with great exper
Ilse. The composition flowed
beautifully.
O'Riley's finale gave a grand finish to
a wonderfully executed performance.

Bitazil
Study Abroad
Universidade Federal Do Rio Grande Oa Node
NATAL
Instruction m Portuguese. students in Spanish can adapt
quickly.Tbere ate a wide red disciplines available.
an war mayappk. ud 0211t are vsffy alkriable

Skis and Videos at Study Aviv fair
February 7. 4-8 PM
Memonal Union
Program Coordinator Dr Frank Roberts
205 Murray Hall
581-3210
\

N.

:NC

"*.
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*Waste

10111111.11111111.110114i0-ailW

recommends that the curriculum for
kindergarten through high school
should include education in waste reducnon and recycling.
In January, Gov. John R. McKernan
announced a plan to require cornmurticiaaA0 reduce their volume of
waste.
McKernan said he wouldn't tell towns
how to reduce their waste but would
leave that up to each individual

community.
Macdonald said his office would be
ins loved in that plan mainly through
helping organizations get state grants for
related projects
He said he didn't know how.the plan
would be enforced.
"That program is still in the planning stages right now," he said.
•'There is no specific action in enforcing it yet as far as I know." .

•
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Elections
tudent-Government
President
Vice-President
Senate

-- flEE3IGJEr)t

D

President
Vice President

Tuesday, February ith
OffCampus Students
Vote in the Mernotal Union

On Campus Students
Vote In your

Students running for Senate have utitil-NoXan Monday to submit petit
Student Government Office in the Memorial Union. ions to the

i
'Vta-A

-
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reedom of information laws are important to the journalism profession and the general public bccause they
allow access to records created and kept by federal and
state eovernmcntal agencie%.
But this freedom can be taken too far.
The University of Maine community and much of;he state
is familiar with the suit involsing Guy Gannett vs. the University of Maine.(iannett is seeking the settlement agreement from
the university, regarding the resignation of former UMaine
*omen's basketball coach Peter Gasett.
The justice who heard the case in superior court in October
ruled that the Information contained in the document was not
ofa priveleged nature and should be made public under the
Maine Freedom of Access Law. The case is now being review- ed in the Maine Supreme Court.
The attorneys representing the university and the Maine
Teacher's Association argued in supreme court that the document contains medical information and is therefore exempt
from public disclosure under Maine's Freedom of Access Law.
The question now is whether the justice will release the document Of fuse that it is protected unda the law..
If iiw document is released to Gannett, whit will they do
with the information? It is still not certain that the document
will contain any newsworthy material.
Does the public need to know any medical or other private
information that may be on the document? It would be difficult to justify publishing this type of information. Do
townspeople make it a priority to know the medical and private
information of their local librarian? How then can it be
necessary fox them to know this type of information about a
coach?
If Gannett does win, hopefully it will strive to accomplish
what it set out to do ... provide the Public with publiek,,__
infi)rmation.
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Run-in with an R.A.
Did you have tun this
weekend? I tried, but some
by Andy Bean
things got in my way.
My roommate. Joe, and I
were psyched for an eventful
Notice there are only seven,
Friday Men on the University
because remember'we' wanted
of Maine campus. We figured.
to be law-abiding and eight
hey, there must be something
constitutes a party, according
going on around here. After all
to ResLife.
-•
we paid a S200 Comprehensive
The game was going great,
Fee which is supposed to prowe men were trouncing the
vide ROC and TUB money to
women:I-or a change.
plan an abundance of activities.
But the Women came back.
Right?
The game comedown to one
Well, we took out our trusty
Campus Crier to see what we final drawing.
had to choose from.
It was_12:30 a.m. Tension
WOW!
mounts.
Women's basketball and a
It's Joe's turn to draw. He
movie.
wipes the sweat off his brow
That's a lot of.choices for
and positions the pencil for a
S200.
quick draw.
But we weren't discouraged,
we went to the movie and
There's a knock at the door.
figured wi.h our imaginations
My roommate answers. It's
something
could
we
find
to do
the friendly resident assistant.
the rest of the night.
We broke our first ruk of the
Heck, we could always
night. Quiet hours began at
drrnr Oops, that's against' midnight.
ResLift policy. Besides we
wanted to be law-abiding
citizens just this once.
The RA said, "You are beSo let's see. What could we ing too loud. I want eight people to leave."
do?
Joe has all the great ideas. He
When Joe informed him that
suggested Pictionary.
there were only seven in the
The future df the evening room, he was flustered.
was looking up. Seven of us
But with that RA mind ana
gathered in my dorm room for
military background -he came
an exciting, competitive game
up with a solution.
of Pictionary.

,

r••••^
Ty,

"Okay, I want four to
leave, he said.
The women left, but we
needed to know who rules in
Pictionary, so with the hall
clear of RA's they returned for
the final draw.
We could finally cierick, this
thing.
Or could we?
The infamous paddle-knock
was heard again at the door.
That's right, it was the RA.
No, make that two RA's.
They broke up the "party"
ending our chances for deciding
the Picticnary King.
Later we find out that we
were written-up for playing our
game. We also discovered that
we were "uncooperative" and
"APPEARED to be under the
influence of aloollsOl."
Now I wondered if maybe
they mixed-up our report with.
someone else's.
They said they didn't.
I thought we WM being good
UMaine citizens.
Saturday night we decided to
play it safe. Not wanting to get
written-up again, we got
hammered.
.4 ndy Bean is a junior journalism Majorfrom Burlington,
,kermont who wonders why
quiet hours aren't enforced on
the weekdays.
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Capable
leaders
To the editor:.
I'm glad that two "average
guys" like Royce Albert and
Clyde Armstrong are in the
running to lead General Student Senate. Finally there arc
candidates that the majority of
students can relate to. The run
of the mill, elite politicians have
had their chance at running this
campus. Where are the tesults?
It's time for a change, a
change to new, energetic and
capable leadership, a change to
Royce Albert for president and
Clyde Armstrong for vice
president.
Denise ,Berry
York Hall

Accept 377our puni
To the editor:
I'm tired of hearing about it!
Stop crying about your punishment guys, its both annoying
and embarrassing. If your
organization dupe or bet or
whatever is truly professing to
train "men" to enter into
manhood then you'll teach
these "men" to take their
punishment like real men.
Oh, I know your pitch about
how your punishment is too
harsh for the offenses you've
been caught. But beyond all the
tears and whimpers you must

still remember that theft of
public signs, theft.of prisately
owned golf course utilities, and
theft of an American flag, and
the trespassing. are all crimes.
Theft, trespassing, vandalism,
gambling, and the other
numerous "harmless pranks"
affect not only those people
directly involved but also affect
the society around them. So the
"he didn't mind" s doesn't
fly. Becaust other people who
pay for those who "didn't
mind" do mind.
I really am moved by the way
by all the alumnus support

you've received in support of a
less harsh judgement. What
moves me about it is that these
alumnus have grown to accept
and condone your instituted
practice of breaking the law,
Tell you .what guys why
don't you take your punishment like real men and save
your dignits then possibly
you'll be accepted into some
other well-respected organization like the Ku Klux Klan or
the Aspinng Young Nazi Party.

- „

Frank Koltimam.

Gallant & Ackermann state their views
To the editor
- -It's time we set the record
straight. Vbe're John Gallant
and T.J. Ackermann, and we
want to be your president and
"ice president.

We have ideas for new programs to benefit all:

_Why? Well, through the last
three years we have represented
you on committees. administratise boards, and
budgeted money that's for the
students to all the clubs and
organizations on campus. In

-Information Center, a place
where any student can go with
questions about scheduling.
majors, or requirements. We all
know the problems with some
aspects of the advising system
now.

other words, we have invested
a lot of time into what we feel
is right, and we don't want to
see it go to waste.

-Media Relations: a public
department to handle the promotion, of the good things
students do, to the Maine press.
Let's start thinking about the
positive.
-Greek Relations Board: a
board devised to help the greck
systepi come together to initiate
plans on how to protect their
organizations.
-Assault Action Department:
to find out what happened to
personal assault charges filed in

the pubhc safety department
which haven't been pursued
-Residential
Personnel
Department: to speauicall pur
sue complaints of students
about conduct of residential
directors and assistants.
We hase fought for the
students in areas of the Mandatory "Life" Fee, the Cutler
Health Center, and others. Wc
has e made progress. I think the
question is, what has our co
pention done for us
nothing

We hope that we can work
with the administration and
develop equal respect. We
want to work with them, but we
are not, or escr have been.
afraid to work against than in
the interest of students.
We have ideas and strength,
both of which our competition
lacks. Please vote on February
7, and please vote "Gallant and
Ackermann."
John Gallant

Refuting the use of sexist language
Rather than get into a lengthy debate
with Professor Blankc with regard to his
perceived right to use sexist language, I
will turn the bulk of this space over to
Marietta Holley, a marvelous woman
--Writer of the last half of the nineteenth
-century whose humorous books advanc--ed the cause of woman's rights (l don't
to scare anyone by using the "F"
word)so that men could no longer rape
women, beat them, steal their children.
and so on without having to spend at
least one night in jail.
In her I ltnn book, Samantha Among
the limbs,. Holley's major character is
hiving a discussion with her husband
about women's role in church. Joshia
explains that women have always been
allowed to work in the church and even
to help men get elected to office, but
they are not allowed to hold office
themselves.
,
"The word laymen always means
woman when she can help men in any
way," he says, "but aot when he can
help he, ot in any other sense."
So Samantha replies: "Then the word
man,'whim k is used ia church matters.
always means wimmen,so fur es scrubbin' is concerned, and drowdgin'
round?"
Those are the rules, Joshia replies, admitting that the rules were made by men
who translated the Bibles and everything
else difficult.
Samandia replies: "It seems to take
quite a knack to know jest when the

I want to illustrate how even wellintentioned people are sometimes led
astray by their own language in a *ay
that leaves readers with the wrong impression. Benjamin W l_abaree is a
equal."...Now that means men only.
word laymen means men and
highly
respected historian. In a book on
when it
means wimmen."
one eye can see that.
Colonial Massaclinsettes he omit
Theallie claws, "True government
And then the fun really begins with
recattly: "Puritans accepted the Biblical
consists." That means men and wimHolley's wonderful demonstration
evidenc
e of man's fall from grace, . .
of men
sexist language in operation:
both consists of course the
and any one of continuing trail of singovernment consists ot men and wimtul actions_ and attitudes. No doubt
"ThissO,!iáJâsiab, •is sakes
't would be a tool who would
some men led more exemplary lives than
man's mind to grapple .with it, wim- dispute that. "In the consent
others, but neither good deeds nor
of the
men's minds are too weak to tackle it. governed." That means men
devout- stances could offset an inalone.
It is jest -es it is with that word 'men in Do you see, Samantha?" se,
dividual's burden of sin.he
the Declaration of Independence. Now
. My guess is that Labaree got caught
that word 'men', in that Declaration, Just in case she missed the
up here in too common a development.
point, he
means men some of the time, and some summed it up ,for her:
By "man's.,far„he probably meant
of the time men and wimmen both. It
"the words 'brethen."laymen,' both men and women, and probabls
means both sexes when it relates to etc., always means wimmen
"his own life" was supposed to mean
so fur es
punishment, taidn' property, obeyin' the this: punishment for all offenses,
also "her own life." But does "some
strict
laws strictly, and means men only, as to obedience to the rules of
men" really mean "some women"?
the church,
wit, namely, votin', takin' charge of work of any kind and all kinds,
The overall impression of that section
raisin'
public matters, makin' laws, etc.
money, p,ivin' money all that is possible,
on readers is that concern for salvation
"I tell you it takes deep minds to teachin' in the Sabbath school,
was a male concern. It's a small matter.
gettin'
foller on and see jest to a hair where the up missionary and charitable
except that repeated over and over and
societies,
division madeJt takes statesmanshiClItlyin'_on the same with no help
language has
Like Ant-einws, All men-are---thrmale-sect Waite
that sect free
fr°11F------to --°cIveervasatagtainingli:hispeet-lear.
it
a
born free and equal.'
look after their half of the mcanin' of:
What.
Marietta
'
Holley knew back in
"Now half of that means men, and the word sallerys, office, makin'
the
the nineteeth century was that
the other half men and wimmen. Now . laws that blind both of the sexes,
rutin'
throughout history and in page after
to understand them words perfect you things generally, trarislatin' Bibles to
suit
page of history books men have made
have got to.diyide_thcitex, _ .
.._their-own idees-, preachirr at 'em, etc.,
women
invisible. Language was part of
"men are born." That means men Do you see, Samant
ha?' sea he, proudthe
magic
men used. Any word that conand wimmen both"men and wimmen ly and loftily,
tributes
in
any way, even in a minor
are both born, nobody can dispute that.
In an already long letter I hesitate
way, to perpetuating that
Then comes the next claws, "free and somewhat to use another quotati
invisibility is
on. but
wrong and should be replace
d.

Guest Column by Jeroihe Padethaft
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Albeit Armstrong object to article
lo the editor.

methods
— for motivating people.
This forum will involve all
This letter is an effort to clear warning boards on campus:
up the errors and misquotations
DGB, ROC', for example. We
rampant in the G.S.S. Elections
want to motivate every student
article in Monday's Doily
who attends this University.
,tfatne Campus. Aside from the
There is a strong vocal group
fact that the captions under the -of off-campus senators; we onpictures arc wrong, the interly hope that we can involve
stew must ha% e been done with
even more off campus students.
two different people; because
Their opinions and . concerns
WE DID NOT SAY MUCH
often go unheard, and we want
OF WHAT WAS AT- - to change this situation.
TRIBUTED TOVS:
This entire episode is a prime
We do need more lighting on
example of what can go wrong
this campus and we do need
in a printed interview. We spent
more discussion on Rape
an hour and a half in that in•
Awareness. We nerd to make
tersiew, and the end result is all students believe that U
about three glossed over col- 'Maine is a secure place in which
umns which barely touch our
to use and attend school.
concerns. WE. had four main
According to Christina
points, not three and they are
Koliander, we have no control
as follows.
over the number of police ofG.S.S. needs new blood and
ficers on campus. Why did the
‘Vsew people in the senate. We writer state that we want more
L --propose a forum to discuss new
police officers on campus when

NS

ive can work
stration and
respect. We
them, but we
ha% e been,
lutist them in
dents.
ind strength,
competition
on February
-Gallant and

ROC is
alive

lohn Gallant

even weenetiasealut

e wrong im„abaree is a
In a book on
he _ wrpte
the Biblical
n grace. .
trail of sinNo doubt
try lives than
deeds nor
fun an in

got caught
evelopment
ably mean:
id probably
cel to mean
does "some
svomen"7
that section
or salvation
mall matter.
nd over and
ige it has a

new back in
was that
I page after
have made
was part of
ord that conin a minor
"visibility is
ced.
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she told us that we have no say
in the matter?
Our plan to establish a committee on campus waste was ignored in the interview. There
must be some accountability on
this campus. Remember-the
S230,000 which was discovered
missing at the beginning of the
year?
Our tuition needs to be accounted for; we pay a lot of
money to attend this school,
and Maine students even pay
taxes which support the school.
We deserve to know where our
hard-earned money is being
spent. We want students and
faculty to report possible waste,
and we will discover what is
true. $250,000 would have put
up a lot of lights.
Our point on health care was
stated correctly. We hase had
24 hour care in the past and we
can have it in the future. Quality health care is important, and

U Maine students deserve 24
hour quality health care.
We do not know why much
of what we said was not included in the interview. The truth
should not'be suppressed. If the
reason is the fact that we are
not senators, we are sorry.
Being a senator does not
make you superhuman or
special. In fact many of those
involved individuals do not
even go to their senate
meetings. Their membership in
G.S.S. may look good on their
resume, but it does not do
much for the campus
We arc not senators, but we
are concerned and willing to be
involved. We are concerned
about this campus, what it is
now and what it can be.
And we are concerned about
fairness. The student body is
being denied its right to make

an informed choice about who
will represent them and care for
their money.
The facts in the interview are
warped and this letter is our
way of straightening them out,
just as we will straighten out the
student government on campus
if we are elected.
Royce F. Albert
Clyde E. Armstrong

Editor's note-- The reporter and
The Daily Maine Campus stand
by the story that was written
about the two candidatesin
Monday's paper. Albert and
Armstrong only mentioned
three ideas, ,not four, to the
reporter and thefacts that were
stated in the article are thefacts
stated by Albert and Armstrong. All quotes included in
the story were accurate.

41111M
Negative campaigning in ROC race

To the editor:
To the editor:
I am appalled at the campaigning strateg% for ROC ofDwight Dorsey and Jody
lice. The) claim that ROC .Mahon have submerged to the
(1DB) is a nothing, is deshs of negative campaiviing
"DEAD!" It's actualls quite in theis quest for the presidency and
the contrary!
presidency of ROC.
As well as carpet sales, or •Residents on Campus, (the
refrigerator rentals, dances and :former !DB). Alt hough these
movies, these gentlanen fail to types of put-downs helped Bush
__remember our. first-ever
beat Dukakis, I'm writing to
representative group_to_attend _---,tnpose the insulting lies that ap- - the national residence hall con- --pear on their campaign flyers.
sention, the new escort service,
Dorsey and Mahon- have
the Christmas trip to Portland, been distributing flyers such as
an"
Fast Day '88, and the many "ROC
Lobster"
other Sen,ice projects ROC
does.
Q,
The -Fresh Ideas" propose(
aren•
1.1), these gent lemen
t-.
IL.
"fresh" at all!! The Quebec Ci —
trip-for-the av teef
done by many other organiza- To the editor:
tions on campus. The possibiliAs the current ROC
ty of a concert has been considered, but hasn't become a (Residents On Campus) presireality because of space and dent, I would like to show my
the
for
Atmoney, and the "real dance" support
they want can't get much bet- wood 'Feldman ticket on the
ter than the ones I's c been to!! ballot for the new ROC presiI just can't sit and watch an dent and vice president. I have
organization that had risen to had the chance to work with
the occasion_ be cut down by both of them closely and feel
two unrealistic men. This that they are both qualified to
organization is one of the only
organizations that acts as a
liaison between ResLife and the
'on-campus residents.
• Do we really want to jeopardize this channel with people
to the editor:
who feel tearing others down is
build
the only way to
We are disturbed by the talk
themselves up? Oh, almost
forgot, you spelled refrigerator of disbanding the General Student Senate; not merely as canwrong!
didates for its highest offices,
Barbara Quint but as University of Maine
Penobscot Hail students. The senate must not

ii
v..0 U. 1)101

"Monsters of ROC" which use
blatant lies, exaggerations, and
obvious manipulation of facts
to support their candidacy.
As a former program coordinator of ROC for two years,
I've met people like Dorsey and
Mahon. They're the types who
don't show up for meetings,
have little input if they do, and
then complain about a lack of
"fresh ideas."
They also take credit be
anything that's a success, such
as their implication on the flyer
that the new ROC is their

fledgling. Also, they're obviously not familiar with the
limited budget of ROC. They
haven't considered ROC's past
and present success of stretching the budget to provide
many diverse activities for a
satiety of students with different needs.
I hope you won't be impressed with Dwight and Jody's
"big-talk -no-action"
campaign. If they met be honest
aow, before the election, what
do you think will happen if they
get elected?

Atw_ood 04.
lead and represent those
students livinff in residence
halls.
Gary Atwood has served in
the Student Senate as a senator.
He has shown great interest and
concern for the student population in general and wants to be
in a position where he can do
more for the students.
Jessie Feldman has jumped
right in on student politics and

Let them tell us about their
experience, their background,
their real plans for ROC and
for your money. Anything
more substantial than promises
of "real dances" would be nice.
I have nothing personal
against Dwight and Jody, but
I felt the need to point out what
I consider to be an overdose of
superficiality. They seem confident that UM students are
easily fooled. I hope you will
prove them wrong.
JoAnn Brown

.Lu.mair.‘.

is already making a difference.
She Is one of the coordinators
for the campus wide escort service that is to start up on
February 18th. Without her
hard work and perserverance,
the escort service would still be
just an idea. She is also the current president of Kennebec
Hall.
It would be a shame not elect
these two candidates and let

L...LXIU L.

their ambitious ideas and genii:n.7 conccrn for carapus
students not have the outlet that
it deserves.
I know that I'm not the only
person that feels the Atwood/Feldman ticket is the
right .choice.

4

Sheri Badger
R(X' president

Don't disband the student senate
be disbanded, it must be
revived.
As was shown in the Feb. 2
Daily Maine Campus, there is
a desire on the part of the
students to keep the senate
alive. This desire must be channeled into positive action

'

toward making the G.S.S. an
open forum for students' opinions and a steadfast advocate
of their wishes. Students must
know what the G.S.S. is and
what it does. Knowledge is the
first step to action, and action
is what the G.S.S. should be

about. As president and vice
president we will strive to make
the G.S.S. an active, approachable forum for all
students
Royce Albert
Clyde Armstrong-
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On eccentric taste
nf snmething
different

here's No Place Like
11.0.M.E.

Out of the house and into question. offshelves
and onto a miraculous altar, an idea invents the
future in sudden steps—providing there's time, a
Coming up a hill on Route I. J big wooden
place and two UghtS to rub together...
_
with the kuers 11.0.M.E. dominates the Orland
Allen Fischer.
_
ikyline.
—
-

Centerpiece photo/Doris Rygalski
An apprentice learns the art of %rifl init. Soon she will hare a line-timed skill that she can tench to others.

OM=

by Dods Rygatski
It was this sign fist attracted !Arty Wall. aUtiversity of Maine political science major and Maine Bound
member. while he was hiking from Bar Harbor to Boothbay.
However. it was not until two years tater in-19MM—
he volunteered to do service work at KO.M.E.
A couple of years ago. Dan WooiLlicortiputcr
same major and also a member of the outdoor" tlCalion prouram. M4ing! Bound, icodH t_y wt:
he attended one of its community fairs
But he didn:t volunteer, he said.
until last semester when he signed up with the Maine
Bound group.
H.O.M.E.. or Homemakers Orgamied for More
Employment. was founded in 1970 by Lucy Poubn. a
tormer Carmelite nun with the Si. Francis diocese.
Receiving hleno fundsfrom 11w govenantenL
Poulin said, the project receives most of its resources
from volunteers like Wall and Wood,.from public
donation . and from -a lot of hard work."
"I. like going where people really appreciate the
help." Wood said:
Last fall, he helped to roof a house and sayslie
expects to visit at least once a semester.
;-She Moulin' could always use the help." Wall said.
At HOME.. Wall said he has shovelled bricks.
helped tis a barn door, and, more recently, helped with
the budding of a greenhouse
"Lucy is very ingenious...she uses what she has." he
said.
continued on page 13
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"It's large and impressive,- she wrote in H.O.M.E.'s
-ir's as if its a sin to be poor,- she said.
quarterly new paper.-but 9ou have to remember that it was
The central focus of the program is to teach people a built by people who had no professional credentials, who
- weaving, pottery making: woodworking—that they !supposedly) were -often too young, or sop old, of too
can do in their own homes while also supplementing an unskilled."
inadequate income.
Outwardly H.O.M.E.appieart to be thriving. but Poulin
Poulin said the founding of H.O.M.E. was a aasulti*'
7eintIns the organi4ation i -desparate tor money- and
the-feoelbunits are empty.
• "When you find yourself in the situation of living and
Most of the $600.000 to 700.000 budget goes toward
working with-people who need help, you respond to those the payroll, consisting of 50 to 60 employees payroll. and
needs.", she said.
fixed overhead costs, she said.
Originally. HOME.was an old 23-acre, single- farm
"We don't employ professionals.- she said. "Our staff
establishment called the DOIT House 'which Poulin pur- is made up of low income people who are in great need of
chased for the purpose of selling area crafts.
money, hut who are extremely generous."
Today,however.HOME.is a microcosmic town that
Poulin is also working on a Homestead/Land Trust Act.
resembiesLink House on the Prairie's Walnut Grove.
which. it passed. will provide funds to purchase land lobe
There is a little white church, a country craft store, a held in trust so that the poor and homeless will always have
tood, leather, second-hand clothes shop. a carpentry. pot- access to affordable land and housing.
tery. -anri weaving workshop. an office. learning center. and
The act, she said, will give people self-worth and
(fal. care building. a lumber-mill. and a small greenhouse
dignity.
. Additionally ,
-It is cheaper liar government." Poulin said.-to give
M.E.also has four shelters presently
housing 35 individuals. Poulin said.
.them dignity."

Sefidatiod bsU par 12
when Poulin Itad found a bent frame on
which to hang.a barn door.
.vs ant to throw it away.- he laughed."she'
into
Aback
-banged:
shape. and it.wairied **fun:
•- Th,‘,isloh the % anou.CoOperifiVi#tugrams,th projecti-s7
aimed at helping people battered women. homeless families, the elderly. and the disabled to help themselves.
P9011,1_14416 had experienced poverty •firsthand
growing up in # poor family of II children. said she was
saddened by what was happemng in the modern
.:011:let y.
"There is a -growing number ot Nig people.- she said.
"hut the policy of govermnent caters to the wealthy. MI
excludes the poor as thotigh they were decadent and evil"
She he I KIN CS such prejudices in the t apitalistic systems
a detriment.to Hancock-County where H.O.M.E. is located.
At tirding to a HOME.pamphlet. 15 percent of the
liancot k population lives in poverty. while 25 percent is

•-

"The
policy of
the government
caters to
the wealthy...
(it) excludes
the poor
as though
they were
decadent and evil."

•

('crItcrpick c photo/Rh(Inkli

1 arr %% all (left) and Dan %% mod speed some
iif their spare time k-nding a helping h000d
I,, Homemakers()rganiied for lore Employ ment in Orland.

by Susan Montan

a Univer-.
ne Bound
W to Boothin ICS4That
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Centerpiece photo/Dons Rygalski
Shely es at H.O.M.E,.'s country food store are
stocked high with beans, flour, seeds and
other goods. Other shops located on the
farm include leather, clothing and crafts.

fl Cut above The Rest

Usually when you hear about
chainsaws or hurling-axes,an
image of aborroLmoviexames
to mind. But to the Universiv
of MaineWoodsmen Club,these
tools are a part oftbeir sporting

distance event, says,"We usually have three set
days of practice. If people can't make it. they can come' when it is convenient for them."
- —
All practices and home meets take place
in the "stump dump- located behind the Hilltop
Complex. Throughout practice, everyone has a
cutting partner and they both go through their — events.

routine.

Although the club is tItled"The Woodsmen Club".there is alsaa women's team.
However, it is relatively small in number,consisting of only four or five women. Because of-- this, Anstett says."We are constantly recruiting.The* itte-aso some differences between men and women's events. For instance,
in the vertical chop. men are required to split a
log in half individually, while two women share
this task. One cuts the front section and then
another finishes the end section. Smaller sizes
of wood are also used in most women's events.
- Mans members of the Woodsmen Club
feel that their sport is just as enclifritigiS-Others
—.----In fact, their meets can be even more exhausting than other sports since they start at g a.m.
and do not end until about 5 p.m..
The next meet takes place at Nova
Scotia on Feb. II. The Fifth Annual Maine
Logging day will be held here at the University

Difference in cuts

. •
The club comict% of-men and women's
teams and prides itself for including anyone
v• h() is interested on the spoil.

"The Woodsmen Club is open to anyone. Mg just-forestry majors.- said club Member
Pete Migliaccio. we welcome new members.Some of their events include ax and
chain throwing. pole climbing. log rolling:
speed chopping and even fire building:
Events can be.performed either
vidually or in team groups. During an event
Centerpiece photo/Scon LeClair
called the cross cut, two team members,each
hbkling.oncenct.Ofthe Saw, maintaina-firm--- A,woodsmen member's as is in mid-flight before,
hitting its target.
stance while wetting together to slice a thin
strip off a log. .
Relaxed Atmosphere
According to Migliaccio, the club practices "in
a relaxed atmosphere. No one is forced into

an thing. We have no-single leader. but rather
a group of leaders. This seems to make us get
along better.Beth Anstett. who enjoys the pulp toss for

of Maine on Feb. 25.
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t'hris
and Chris 1 ambOise
find lihinginacabin -

A story about two people who are trying
to live life a little more simply.

is it h no running water .
and heated onI h is ood,
a ssas. of lowering their
impact on the ens irontnent.

by Debbie Dutton

T
• i-diving in a IS -by -20 foot cabin in the winter
without rg water. heated only by a woodwrwe,.has
made two Maine Bound instructors more aware of their
impact on the environment.
Chris Damboise.originally from Old Town.graduated
from the. University of Maine in May of 1988 with a
bachelor's degreein recreation and park management.
He said after graduationhe toyed with the idea of Its ing
in a cabin.
"Because our jobs don't pay that much and we have to
payoff school loans," he said."We wanted something economical."

1 In the winter, ttsry keep an insulated
toilet seat in the house and bring it
with them when they go to the outhouse.
Guilford native Chris Trefethen. a Ma) 1988 12 Maine
graduate in recreation and park management. also was
interested in the possiblity of renting a cabin for she and
400(..":Damboise.
Trefethen and Damboisc both work and participate in
Maine Bound activities. Maine Bound is a Li Maine outdoor
expenence program, which offers a vanet) of credit and
non-credit courses.
Living Simply

vegi

ply.

Centetpiecc photo/DougVjni.k'rvieitk
or*.mg he the landlord)reduced the rent." Damboise said.
Despite the occasional inconveniences. Trefetheri said
she chose this type of lifestyle because she Wanted to live
more simply than she had been. She said she tookads antage
of conveniences she really didn't-Weed.
-I'm so much more in tune with what is going on around
me.
-You're more aware of the weather when yoU have to
go outside to use the bathroom or get firewood." Trefethen
said.
Damhoise said using in the cabin makes him more
aware of the impact he has on the ens ininment lie smd that
most people don't think of where their dish water is going
when they empty their sink. Damtvoise iswell aware their
sink drains into the field behind their house. -mc two use
about 10 gallons of water a week for washing. dnitiang and
ng
"To flush a toilet takes about 5 gallons of water." he
said."two flushes a day is about what we use in a week "
Limited Appliances

They found a cabin in Greenbush.approximately seven

miles north of Old Town. The rent the cottage, which has
- --OnerDOM on the main floor and an upstairs loft with two
moms,from a Fry eburg lawyer 160123 a month.
"It was S I 541a month. but when the refrigerator stopped

Stat
side
,the
caul
goir

Treft-then said their mont
electric bill reaches a
minimum rate of nine dollars. She
the reason the) inwas knocking
tially got electricity was became their
ric lighting
over the kerosene lamps and they *Ought
would help avoid damage
•

Attpliances aren't- afiec'essity- for -Daettc•ne eisiTte-- 4'fawn. They own two lamps and food that needs to be
refrigerated is kept in atnoler,. They do most of .1lieir
stove-.-tout-w"vined-maring
There is no indoor plumbing *die cottage. Waiter jugs
are canted with them in-their car so they can get water from
Darribnise's parents who Inc in Old Town or thee! neighbors down the road,
In the winter, they keep an insulated toilet seat in the
house and bring it with-them when they go to the outhouse
They shower in the Memorial Gym locker rooms.
Does living in this manner inconvenience them?
"Sometimes." Trefethentaid."When I gots job at the
King's Wok .1 wanted to iron my thin and kink ma mirror.
It's only inconvenient when we have to do something more
than coming to Maine Bound."
Most of their food IS purchased atthe Pintas-Food Coop On campus. They buy only bread and cheevefrorn a •
supermarket and eat canned and fresh vegetables grown by
Trefethen's mother.
"We know what we eat." he said, "It comes from the
peppc! and goes tuick._to it.
The neighbor's horse sometimes escapes and they
wake up to find him grazing in the front yard Both agreed-.
that it is-a-very peacefutway of -living.—
..Everything is so stressful andhectic at the university."
Damboise said. "The cabin is an escape."
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PUZZLE

Campus Feature SactIon

-(Bar 1
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Rhonda
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CORNE
,e trains .are
Ploure, if you will, two trams, one atTyriptiom Mass. and otie-at
the s-iiiielfifek-,"
to*Vard each other, starting-stii-dimanee:oftbree miles-apart. The-train al T,ingsboro moves, 12049* the o- ther,at iso mph__
That in mind, picture that stupid bee on the Cheeruis frrierciegTgrartingrrom the nose orthelrea
—ziftrain, travelling at a
constant speed of 500mph.,along the track at the same time the trains start . When it reaches the nose of the Tyngsboro train it
turns, without changing speed, and flies -back-toward theVeazie train, ands° on. How far wiH the stupid bee fly before it is
suddenly killed by the colliding trains?
(The stupid cartoon bee is used to keep tIrlph_ysics majors happy, because a cartoon bee can defy,the laWs
of physics— a necessary feat to make the puzzle work.)Answer in tomorrow's Daily Maine Campus.
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In the summerof 1988the United
States experienced Whattould-bc con=
idered the most severe drought sincethe dust howl days of the Thirties. Because of this,the American consumer is
going to pay dearly:, many fruits. and
Vegetables are going to be in short supply. if available at all.
t-or sears the limed States has been the prendenveick
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Starchy washing them Then pat them dry. Most fresh
foods are treated with sOrfle kind of additive to slow
sjioilage and you
should wash this
off.
After you have all
yOur food
ready to go. then
you 'need
to get the utensils
and other
equipment you
will merlin
cook the food.
In this case
61, you will need a
frying pan
with a cover, a
fork., a long
handle spoon,afour
quart sauce
pan. a sharp knife.
and
some
cheese cloth.
Check
yOur recipe for the
method of preparation and folkiw it closely.
There are man)so-called short cuts that cooks use.but
until you feel comfortable with a recipe it is always best
to follow instructions as in this recipe for New England
Clam Chowder

tiommant food producer for the world. hut now finds
itself reliant on the world market to pick up the demand
for crops that were destroyed hy the drought. Here is
where the trouble starts for the Amen(an ,smnsurne4tiow here in tW—world is there such a sailed climate to
gross the wsk %mkt) oiloixi used hy this country. so
in going to °onuses like Chile for green grapes and onions or rivaternala for caulifkover. the quah tues
down drama!lc aIls although it passes Li:S.D.A. inspection to enter this country.
This makes the sib of the cook all that much
.harder. Sone on the lookout w hen you are out shopping
for food Shop in plat es where you can he sure of the
quality you are getting. look at the food, checking for
. sisihk signs of spoilage. %die,
'lettuce. _soh spots on
• inelonspr cucumbers. !ouch the item to see art feels
' firm or soft. Also check to see if it is being kept at the
correst temperature, as fish deteriorates ser) last at
temperatures,oser 40 degrees \est. smell it You
should be abk to tell right off if something has gone
had
.
Now that you base bought your ingredients
and hase them home he sure to store them correctly

111

ea—
chlittk neck clams
2 pls. water
10 or. diced potato
4 oz. salt pork
8 oz. minced onion
2 oz. flour
• 20 oz. milk
40/. heavy cream
Worcestershire and Tabasco sauce i to taste
salt ancipepper Ito taste
SP4 ith this recipe it is important to first wash the
dims to remose gnt from the shell and to inspect them
to make sure they are still good. then cover them w ith
the water and boil until the clams open,..Remove the

OOO O weile SS S •u S U U U U U U U UU S U USUS si ••••••
••••••

••••••••••

clams from the shell and set aside. Then strain the liquid through cheese cloth to remove any grit that might
have been kit in the darns.
Next, cover the potatoes with this liquid and
cook: While the potatoes are cooking. fry the salt pork
in a frying pan as )ou would bacon. When it is crisp.
remove the pieces of pork from the pan and add the
minced onions to the fat.
Reduce the heat and cover the pan and with lid
and continue to cook until the onions have a clear look.
Covenng the pan keeps all the flavor that would helost
in the steam in the pan: Now add the flour, mixing it in
until you have incorporated it into all the fat: cook for
three minutes making sure not to let it burn. Check the
potatoes—they are done when the) have a slight resistance when you push them with a fork.
•
• When they are done, strain the potatoes. put
the liquid back on the stove and add the flour and fat
mottureund whip untilitissmooth. Reduce the heat and
add the milk and cream. then bring it hack up to temperature but do not boil. Add the clams and potatoes
Use,salt, pepper and sauces to season.
Keep in mind that any recipe can he changed
to your personal taste of preference. For example.if you'.
wanted to make this a healthier chowder by coning back
on the cholesterol, you could use bacon in place of the
salt pork. Bacon has a higher lean to fat ratio and it
would alter d* taste very little.
Also.use two -percent milk in place ofthe milk
and cream. Now you have not.only a clam chowder that
is made in the traditional manner, but one that is low in
animal fats as well.

Chef Larry Adams
Wells Commons
•••••••••11111111111•11111 OOOOOOOO WNW
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Editor's note. The 1,..oierti Femmes are !emotively scheduled to appear at the University of Maine
in Apra.

by Mkhoei A. Murphy

L

-

3-Violent Femmes(Slash:

incoln-They Might Be Giants

I Bar

None/Restless /2(44 01)-1) They Might Be
tiiants are both wondertully cerebral and gloriously demented. Their-off-beat blend of lyrics.
guitars. accordion and other occasional instrumentation is unique in the world of pop music,
n a way their songs are a throwback to times

mph.

at a
To train. it
C it is

.11

•

--ininutes-,-which means there's no wasted space
in any of these._ 18 songs.•
C/taiVeTS-areiMithese songs wouldn't
work as well exiiiitiedliast four minutes. Their
length. though.tillows.the song to take a quick '
stab at your conscious mind before,moving-on
to the nextbit of zaniness:
• _ .._____Some_standout tracks are Pliiple Toupee. Piei-e of Dirt..Snom•hall in Ilell..tianta.s
Beard and Ana Ng.'
With 18 songs'on the LP. you've got to ,•
figure that They Might Be Giants' would vary
their style a bit. And they do... They Move
,.
JrLwu straight ahead pop songs(Pwpmfr Tnspec.
And Ng)to salsa(The-Worlds Address)to a
pseudo-march (Pencil Rain). They also run the
gamut in between these styles.
Lincoln by They Might Be Giants. Is it
comedy? No, not really.. Is it satire? No. not
realty. Is it serious music? Well, maybe. Is it
entertaining? You bet!

They Might Be Giants: Uncoin

-,

Violent Femmes: 3

Time:36:15) There isn't another group around
quite like the Violent Femmes. Gordon Gano's
yocals immediately.make their sound very
distinctive, no matter what musical background
they choose to envelope their songs in.
For 3, their fourth albinft, they've
chosen altripped clown.approach. featuring
Gano's vocals, Brian Ritchie's bass and Victor
DeLorenzo's drums. On some cuts you can hear
Peter Balestrieri's baritone sax and Sigmund
, •
Snopek III's keyboards.
3 is definately up to the standard that the
Femmes have set themselves on their first three
albums.• I've only had the disc for a few days,
so this album hasn't completely sunken in yet.
the way their first two albums, Violent Femme.s
and Hallowed Ground have. The Blind Leading
The Naked is the one I listen to least, though it
is also an excellent album.
All of the tracks are good here, but I
especially like the power and feeling of the
spare sdunding See My Ships. Fat is getting
some airplay and is a thought-provoking song,
though it seems much lighter on the surface.
Yes, the,Femmes are back to lay some of their
strangeness on us once again. Hey guys, I'm
glad you're back.
'Centerpiece photos/ Doug Vanderweide
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play in Edmonton
EDMONTON. Alberta(AP) — After
eight NHL All-Star games, Wayne Gret"Iky is finally starting to take one seriously. After all, this is where he spent his
first 10 NHL outwits.
"I know I'll he more prepared to play
than I've ever been for an Ali-Star
game," Gretzky said as the All-Stars
looked forward to Tuesday night's 40th
annual game at hie Northlands
Coliseum.
In the past, Gretzky has made no
bones about his participation in the
NHL's midseason showcase game.
"I haven't put any preparation into
All-Star games." Gretzky said. "To
me they've always been a bit of a break
and a time for enjoyment."
"I think a great deal of success l'Ye
had in my career comes from preparation and betrig ready to play. I haven't'
put any preparation into .AllStar
games."
There's a reason that this time is different. however. Gretzky played 10_
years in Edmonton before he was traded to the Los Angeles Kings over the
summer.
This will be Gretzky's ninth All-Star
game . but his first in a King's uniform.
And he will be reunited with some old
teammates when he puts on a Campbell
Conference uniform.
Gretzky is expected to skate on the
same line with Jani -Kurri, with who he
teamed to provide one of the most explosive scoring combinations in NH[
history.

Kentucky
responds
to charges

_

-

Along with Kurri at right wing, other
former Oilers joining Gretzky in this
year's All-Star game are centers Mark
Messier and Jimmy Carson, goaltender
Grant Fuhr and defenscman Kevin
Lowe.
Gretzky, regarded as the best center
of the past decade, said he is looking
forward to rejoining old teammates in
a city* helped put on the hockey map.
With Gretzky as the key player, the
Oilers won four Stanley Cups.
"This is the last game when I'll be on
a team Edmonton fans are cheering
for," Gretzky said. "It would be nice
for us to have a great game. It would
be nice to why.**
"We (the Campbell Conference)
haven't .played well in these games.
We've been beaten handily."
That's another thine. In his eight
presious All-Star games. Gretzky has
been on the winning side only twice, in
1981 and 1983. The Wales has won four
strrught and 10 of the 12 played since the
present format was established.
In 1983, Gretzky distinguished
himself with four goals and was named
the All-Star MVP. Otherwise, he has
five goals and one assist in the other
seven previous games.
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Something's always
fishg_with UNII hockey
Strange place, this Snively Arena.
Lively SON:17_4111k _University of
New Hampshire faithful like to call
It

• It's &contradiction of terms, with
the exception of the UNH theme
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — The
song, "Welcome to the Jungle",
University of Kentucky sent the NCAA
which echoes throughout the-building
an eight-volume response Monday to 18
each and every time the Wildcats
negations of wrongdoing after telling
come out onto the ice.
trustees that some changes already haveN--„,,
There is also the strange tradition
been made in the basketball program.
-that started years ago.
Bernie Vonderheide, a spokesperson
/1, , .0 0 Friday_night.A little
te, It happened. Tbe UNH fans
said the
have no comment on the response except
threw the fish on the ice after the first
to say that it had been mailed.
Wildcat goal, just as they have done
•
At t
every home same thic cepesnirt. By the
NCAik7v1ission. Kan., a
secretary in the office of David Berst,
time the three-foot hake had reachdirector of enforcement for the NCAA,
ed the ice, Vince Guidotti had scored.
said the NCAA would neither confirm
Twenty-four seconds to score a
nor deny whether it had received'any
goal, 24 seconds for a fish to reach
kind of material from a university.
the ice.
The trustees who received a private
Strange, but true.
briefing on the reply, expressed full supThe "fish throwing" has become
port for President David Roselle's
somewhat of a legend in Durham.
handling of the 10-month internal
Can you imagine- going to a school
investigation.
where the size of the fish has been
Roselle earlier told the Courier more important than the &al loots?
Journal of Louisville that the response
Friday night's fish was no ordy
will fall ,nto three categories: allegations
petshop goldfish, mind you. ThisOne
the school will deny: those for which it
was-4--"keeper" as we say on
will accept responsibility, and those in
Moosehead Lake. In fact, the Arenawh:ch insufficient evidence was found
guy who came out to scoop up the
to Ina), a judgment.
fish had a serious dikmna. The fish
Uni.crsity and NCAA officials are
was bigger than the shovel. So he just
,expected to meet in early March to see
pushed it off the surface, and play
what allegations wilt be presented to the
resumed.
To the logical hockey fan,some in•
_.4see KENTUCKY page 17)

So how did Theta Chi become t heUNH designated fish throwers?
"One of the assistant Aiaches came
to us with the tradition" salikone of
the fish guys whose biggest co hution to UNH hockey prior to la
chins a fish to the far blueline earlier
in the season, was being kicked-out
of three consecutive games for being
obnoxiously vocal. Strange.
"He owes us too," cried a fish
guy.
"Ten-hacks a fish."
Why not just bait a honk and catch
the next game's fish?
"Too-much work."
On this night, one of the fish guys
won a Snively record S2135 in the
50-50 raffle. A lot of fish? Probably
not.
• Aren't ushers and other suspicious
when you bring a fish to the game?
"No, the ushers like us, it's tradition," said the potential leader of
the fish guys.'- We just walk in with
it.
Last year the fish guys ran out of
money, and.'in a last ditch effort,
bought a red, plastic lobster, usually
reserved for tacky summer tourists
looking for that - perfect souvenir of
Maine. After each goal, the head fish
guy had to beg the Zamboni driVer..
to returtt the lobster. There are other
means of saving money, such as the
exhibition game earlier thi&. year
against Holy Cross. No live fish here,
(see FISH page II)

Matt Bourque
teresting questions needed to be
answered. So Saturday night, I was
on a mission.
Upon entering the Theta Chi
seating area, not coincidentally
located behind the Maine bench, I
searched out The-culprits who will be
known henceforth as the "fish
guys".
"This has been going_ on .for at
;cast three years that I know of,"
offered one of the fish guys. Legend
says it could be much longer.
"Last night was a bad night,"
said another. "The time between the
first goal and the faceoff was quick.
And we had trouble getting the fish
out of the bag. Big fish."
Big fish?
"Yeah, anything bigger than the
shovel is a good fish." said one of
the fish guys with -an almost
ichthyological accent."We try to get
big, ugly, smelly fish."
I Was given an - up-cand personal slew of the fish. Red hake, just
like Friday's fish, but smaller. The
local Shop-N-Save didn't have any
Red Snapper. the choice fish if you
plan to throw one on the ice. "They
splatter better." according to a fish
guy.
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Melissa Brancely "talented" in track
by Dan Bustard
Staff Writer
If there is one word to describ
e
Melissa Brancely, it would be versatile.
The junior from Saco competes in
four events regularly for the University
of Maine women's track team.
"I like doing all the events, because
it is good for the team," Brancely
said, "but it can distract me from the
high jump.The high jump.is her favorite event
and her best.. So far this year, Brancely
has reached 5-7, qualifying her for the
New England Indoor Track Championships and the Eastern Collegiate Athletic
Association meet .

But just about every weekend.
Brancely can be seen doing the 400
meters, a relay, maybe the.200aueters.
"Melissa is talented in every running
event from the 400 down," assistant
coach Emily Spiteri said. "She is very
confident in herself and her abilities.
"Melisiii- -puts others before
herself," Spiteri said. "She is very
considerate.'
Competing in several events is
something Brancely is used to, for she
did this often in her high school days at
Thorton Academy.
"We don't have much depth (at
UMaine)," Brancely said. "It is hard
(competing) with a small squad, but I do
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Nit AA's Infractions Committer.
directed to do so by the courts. Two
•'1 hope we're in good shape," newspapers have asked Fayette
Circuit
Roselle said of the March meeting,
Court to dedare the response a public
have a strong urge to reach the end -Ot— -record-UMW Kentucky's operve
cord
this matter."
law.
Asked if he was satisfied with the finDuring an impromptu news condings in the report. Roselle said: "I'm ference after Sunday's meeting, Roselle
nut -,atisficd with findings unless it's a said a portion of the response describ
es
clean bill of health. But I'm satisfied "corrective .actions" already -taken in.
v.ith the exemplary way the investigation the Kentucky basketball program.
has been conducted."
That portion of the response includes
The NCAA's allegations include no other plans, such as the dismissal of
charges of illegal payments to recruits, ans university personnel, Roselle said.
including SI,000 allegedly air-expressed
The corrective steps taken apparentto a recruit's father in California, and ly include the appointment of Vandera charge that player Eric Manuel bilt basketball coach C.M. Newton as
cheated on a college entrance exam
athletic director and a decision to give
Roselle said he would not comment the Kentucky president more direct conon any part of the response unless trol over the athletic program.

CLASS Ri

the fact that the high jump is the only
event she will do.
"Since 1hàveenIy qualified for Ail' ECACs in the high jump. I can focus on
it," Brancely said.
"Just being there is great, because
you sec a level of competition you don't
see here. You are really competing with
yourself, though,. not the other
jumpers."
Both her coach and herself see a 5-10
leap in her future.
"I like indoor because of the surface,
(see BRANCELY-piage Mrs.

*******=t****************i
Don't Miss Our Own
*
*

(continued from page 16)

I(A

like the running."
Brancely has recovered from a pulled hamstring injury in her left kg which
she suffered before Christmas. She is
looking forward to the big meets at the
end of the indoor season with emphasis
on the high jump.
"I know that I can place in New
Englands," Brancely said, "but if
Connecticut is there, they have two good
high jumpers. I don't really know for
sure how I will do because I haven't seen
everybody."
The best thing about qualifying for
the ECACs. acaxading w Branceiy, is
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by Dave MacLetchlan

front page 17)
but lam usually in better shape for outdoors," Brancely said. "I would to
'do a 5-8 at the ECACs, maybe a S-10.
"Outdoors,! think Melissa can be a
sub-59 (seconds) 400-meter runner,"
Spiteri said. "But it is hard, because the
400 and the high jump are not very conducive activities.
"Paissa does have the talent to do
it." Spiteri added.
- Brancely. a mathematics major. has
been considering graduate school and
finds her major challenging.
"Math is not difficult, but I do hase
to work at it. It keeps it interesting. I
fed I ha:c a itood balance between
school and track."

*Fish

(eoatiaued from page 16)
just a box of Mrs. Paul's frozen
fillets. Strange.
One might think this idea of throwing one-time wild fowl onto the ice
is totally unique to UNH. But one of
the fish guys from Minnesota. the
land of hockey gurus, says Wisconsin fans throw dead gophers on the
ice, when Minnesota visits. tMinnesota's mascot is the Gophers.)
Which brings us to HOCKEY
EAST and Orono. It probably
wouldn't be a good idea to try to
throw."' _Chief on the ice, when
Lowell visits this weekend. Next
weekend seems unreasonable as well.
The Eagle, being a federally protected bird, being thrust onto the
ice of BC's Conte Forum might not
be the greatest sign of patriotism.
And if you're not careful, lack of
patriotism could land you a job as
Dan Quayle's Vice President come
1996. Boston University, the Terriers.
Use your own judgment here. But
I've got a canine back home that
resembles Toto of the Wizard of(17,
that at times, might not look bad
strewn across Alfond's ice.
Which brings us back to throwing objects on the ice. A strange occurrence.
Upon returning to the Comfort Inn
after a devastating and controsersiai
loss to UNH Friday night, we were
interrogated by the desk clerk.
"Hockey players?" asked the
Hilton bellboy
"Yeah."
"How'd you do?"
"We lost,"
"Did. Oa_ throw the fish?"
Strange, but true.
Oh yeah, if we play Providence in
the HOCKEY EAST playoffs:don't
even third; about"L. The_Friara- . _
--
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BY GARRY TRUDEAU

I..WE IS YOUR MOIST
WILLAMILE POSSESSION.
, 4

PASS IT ON.

Of all the riches you could
kavc to your family, the
most precious is the gift of
life. Your hi-quest to the
American Heart Association
AS.SUMS
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Arizona claims top spot in NCAA poll
( AP) — Foe the fourth cottive
week a new team has claimed the No.
1 spot in the Associated Press college
basketball poll. Arizona went to the top
of the rankings on Monday. a position
the Wildcats held for six weeks last
season.
Arizona jumped from its No.4 ranking last week after the top three teams.
Oklahoma, Illinois and North Carolina,
all lost at least one game whilst tha
Wildcats were besting California and
Washington.

Duke had been No. 1 in the preseason
o have
ting. I
ri ween

voting and for the first nine polls of the
regular season before the Blue Devils
suffered three straight losses.
Illinois took over the top spot for the
first time in 37 years and held it just one
week as the Fightin' Illini lost at
Minnesota.
Oklahoma, which jumped from No. 4
to No. I when it assumed the top spot.
held the post for just last week as the
Sooners fell to Oklahoma State on the
road.
Arizona, 17-2, received 30 of the 65
first-place votes cast by the nationwide

mEB_cirisB
HOCKEY POLL
TEAM
1. AlicIdgas State (5 first-0am rotes)
2. Harvard (4)
3. Miasmata (3)
4. Roams Coney
5. Maine
6. Northers Michigan
7. St. Lawreact
E. Lake Superior State
9. Wiscoasia
10. MIchigius
uks-Cascago
U.
12. North Dakota
13. lowliat Green
14. Csagate
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RECORD
26-5-1
17-1
25r7-3
17-5-3
244
19-13-2
20-4
194-5
19-9-5
17-11-4
17-11-4
19-14-1
20-13-1
,l44-I
11-7

POINTS
171
1611
165
141
133
108
III
91
$4
64
5$
56
42
20
17

Also receiving rotes: 'Northeastern
(8), Michigan Tech (3). Clarlison (3).
Alaska-Aachorage (3). Si. Cloud ID,
Yak (1).

Discover your World

panel of sportswriters and broadcasters
and 1,226 points to reclaim the No. 1
ranking it held for six weeks in a sevenweek period in the middle of last season.
The Wildcats will be put to the test
right away as the NO. I team as they play
a Pac-I0 game at Oregon on
Thursday before traveling to Oklahoma

VeriC

tor a nationally televised game on
Sunday.
Georgetown, 17-2, jumped from sixth
to second with 1,180, 11 more than
Missouri, 20-3, which moved up from
fifth. Georgetown, which was second in
three polls this season, received 17 firstplace votes.
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Informational Meeting
Wed. Feb. 8 at 5:30 p.m.
in the South Lown Room on the
second floor of the Memorial Union

All interested
in a spring
club are
WELCOMED
itioe information call
581-4687
:N:N:N:N:>CN:NN:<NN2

Discover your Country
STUDY ABROAD NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE
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STUDY AWAY INFORMATION FAIR
Tuesday. February 7. 4 p.m. to 8 p.iss. Memorial Union

ice in
don't
s_ .

General information sessions at
4:00 p.m. 6:15 p.m.. Bangor Lounge

Meet Returned Students and Get I nformation on Programs
4c7
Nato/lad Student Exchange
OVE7 80 uruversities through
out the United Stales and its
lernlones

Engh.sh language Programs-:
.-Austraha
:Canada
Denmark & other Scandinavian areas
'Europe and the Divdcipng World
Grenoble, France led other counthe%

Widen Educational Horizons
Earn academic credits towards graduation
Financial Aid available
Develop sensitivity to other cultures

trave
l and explore
.,

summer and intersession.

EXPLORE YOUR OPTIONS
to,
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Proposition 42 spurs controversy

-

(CPS)-- Freshmen athletes at the biglest sports schools in the country will
have to pay their own tuition if .dmey
don't have certain standardited test.
scores or grade point averages, the National Collegiate Athletic Association
(NCAA)decided at its annual convention Jan. 14.
The measure-- known as Proposition
42 -- provoked a furious storm of protest from some coaches who argued it
will keep students who use sports as a
way to get an otherwise unaffordable
college education off campuses.
NCAA reformers, on the other hand.
cast it as a way to keep colleges from ex,
ploitine young athlete:
Currently, freshmen can't participate
on NCAA Division I teams if their
Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) scores
are below 700, their ACT (American
College Testing program)score is below
15 and they didn't graduate from high
school with at least a 2.0 GPA in certain core courses.
Yet the freshmen remain on scholarship their first year while they try to
bring up arr
. grades.
Under the new rule, colleges would be
prohibited from keeping the students on
athletic schoi•-•hips if they don't have
the grades to compete.
The NCAA estimates that % percent
of the 600 students affected when the
rule goes into effect in all. _1990, will
be black.
"You're not sOlving a problem by
saying a you man is not qualified for
a scholarship because he doesn't have
700 ()Allis SAT," Thompson fumed.
Reacting to scandals in which fouryear athletes were graduating as ii-

literates or were not graduating at all,
the NCAA, led by its PresidenesCommission, has been raising academic standards for athletes throughout the
decade, hoping to keep kids who were
unprepared for college off campuses
and to assure that college sports were
played by "true students."
Proposition 42, NCAA assistant
director Dave Cawood said, was "a
means to strengthen the academic entrance requirements for freshmen."
Thompson, too, thought "many.of
the proponents of prop 42 may have
laudatory academic and athletic goals in
.
mind.'
The rule was proposed and fueled,
critics say, by Vince Dooley, the athletic
director at the University of Georgia,
and other Southeastern Conferenae
(SEC) officials.
Georgia officials allegedly told
Dooley to stop recruiting academically
unprepared athletes in the aftermath of
losing a lawsuit to Jan Kemp, who had
been fired for complaining she'd been
pressured to pass athletes enrolled in her
remedial studies classes.
_
But Dooley's opponents were still
recruiting such athletes. To keep competition e.ven. Dooley convinced the
whole SEC to observe the same
recruiting rules he did, and then !wiped
sponsor Proposition 42 to set all NCAA
schools to do so.
The reaction was quick.N
"It's a racist rule." said Temple
University basketball coach John
Chaney."For an athletic association to
dream up a nightmare for black
youngsters is totally insane."
"I'm not black. I have nothing to

gain," said Louisiana State basketball
coach Dale Brown. "But you have to
call it for what it is. What they're saying is 'we hive a colored water fountain
here, a white one here. We'll allow you
to drink from the white one if you pass
this test.' It' really disgusting. If I could
drop out of the NCAA, I'd do it."
"It's a bad rule," University of
Houston basketball coach Pat Foster
said.
Thompson is perhaps the most
sociferous critic; "Athletics have been
one of the few hopes that socioeconomically disadvantaged kids have
had to introduce themselves to society.
If these young people at this point in
time no longer belong in higher education institutions because of the 700 on
the college boards, what are we saying?"
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Union, Bates and Middlebury colleges,
and the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology among them — have stopped using the test scores to decide who
to admit because the tests don't always
accurately predict who will do well in
college.
Bob Schaeffer of FairTest, a New
York group that campaigns against the
tests, sent a letter to the NCAA protesting the new rule as a "blatantly improper use of test scores" in the wake
of Proposition 42's adoption.
If it goes into effect, about the only
way a poor kid can go to college long
enough. to qualify for an athletic
scholarship later is to borrow money.
Yet students from poorer families
generally are the least willing to borrow
money, numerous studies have shown.
"If you're talking about sums like
S3,000 or S4,000, maybe_'family with
S9,000 income can contemplate a
loan," Georgetown President Rev.
Timothy Healy said, but borrowing the
"larger sums. S10.000, S15,000 it takes
to attend private campuses like
Georgetown" is absoletely uncontemplatable."

The college boards, moreoser, has e
been regularly blasted by educators as
culturally biased against women and
minonties, making it harder for them to
get higher scores.than white, suburban
male students_
•,
A number of schools -- Harvard,

Pasta Pig-out
On February 10. The Ref* Marathon Dinner featuring .
spaghetti from Jasmines in Grano. will be held in Thiaiing
Yankee from 5,00-700 PM. Marathon Runners free.others 3-.00
Sponsored by The Residential Life Nutrition Team.
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Financial Aid Deadlines
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Senior Council is already

worictitg on-Sentor-Bask
Senior Week and the
Senior Formal.
•

Summer
Work-Study

Do you have any. ideas
• for Senior activities
this semester?
Please send your ideas to
the Senior Coucil in the
Student Activities Office
in the Memorial Union

1
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Pick up your applications TODAY in the:
Office of Student Aid, 2nd Floor,
Wingate Hall.
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LOS ANGELES (AP.) — Among his
peers, Mark Calcavecchia has a reputation as one of the better drivers on the
PGA Tour.. But it was his short game.
Calcavecchia said "that saved me
again" in his head-to-head duel with old
nemesis Sandy Lyle in the Los Angeles
Open.
"I'm a good chipper and putter, I
work on it I work on chipping and putting more than anything. It paid off. It
saved me " Calcasecchia said last
weekend after scoring his second victory
in t hret-week s.
Lyle, who beat Calcavecchia in the
1988 Masters with his historic bunker
shot on the 18th hole at Augusta National, had a to-ghot Ind going into
the final round at the Riviera Country
Club course.
But he ran into some up-and-down
magic from the rough-hewm man with
the delicate touch around the greens._...

IT.CTUPE

Cakavecchia missed seven greens over
the final 18 holes, including five in a row
on the front.
He played those seven holes I -underpay He got it up and down for par
on
six of them and chipped in for birdie
on
the 12th, holing out from about 25 feet.
"When f chipped in I let myself think
just for a minute. 'That's what happens
when you win golf tournaments."
Calcavecchia said.
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Bernie Zilbergeld

He was right.
He went on to a one-stroke victor)
that confirmed his position as one of the
most accomplished young players in the
game.,
"I didn't know I had it in me."
said the husk 28-year-old who won the
Australian Open in November, scored
a scycn-shot triumph in Phoenix and
now leads the American tour in earnings
with 1358.952.
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Mass and distribution of Ashes
8:00 a.m. and 5:00 pin.
Newman Center, College Avenue

Weds. 8:00pm
101 Neville Hall

EcumeNical Senvice
Distribution of Ashes and Service

-
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12 p.m., North and South Lown rooms, Union
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_Topic: Speaking on Male Sexuality
Sponsored by Guest Lecture Series
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(continued from page 7)

forest ranging from 60 to 90 years,"
said Corcoran. "That leaves us with few
harvesting options other than clearcutting."
Once a younger forest establishes
itself, the logging companies will
develop a plan for partial cutting that
will vary the age of the forest and cancel
the need for vast clear-cuts.
Meanwhile, a decade-long epidemic
of spruce budworms has accelerated the
pace of clear-cutting. Great tracts of

4

spruce and fir are logged quickly to _ of new roads as it abandons old ones polluting the woods wisb people.
salvage the trees before they ars-7_ ,that are no longer needed. The roads are
destroyed.
build to accommodate rigs that can haul
The gravel highways Opened
Construction by paper companies of
up to 450,000 pounds of logs.
thousands of square miles of forest to
what is thought to be the nation's lairoM0
Rivets had been the cheapest way to an increasing number of fishermen,
private road network has led tocurther
transport saw logs and pulpwood to the- --bunters, guitarists, and campeys. Great
mills, but tough environmental taws - 714orthetti tOotts That in 1976,-abOut
changes in Maine's landscape.- - helocd put an end to the great _river
Maine's interior is laced with more
dris es. By 1976 the paper companies had
than 10,000 miles of logging roads.
67,000 vehicles registered at its checkGreat Northern alone maintains a
shifted to a land-based transportation
points. By 1985 that figure had more
system. Some say that halting the drives
3,000 mile network of private roads, and
than doubled.
stopped polluting the n‘ers, only to start
each year builds an averagoof 100 miles

u•

PERSONALS
Send a Valentine's Day Personal to someone you know!

Only .50 cents per line
At The Daily Maine Campus in the basement of Lord Hall.

I.

Personals ssill be printed in Friday's issue of The Daily Maine Campus
Deadline for Personals is Thursday. Feb.11 at 12:00 noon.
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Gary Burton Quintet
jazzes UMaine crowd *Peace'
by Capella Tucker
Staff•Writer

•

Tiidaylitiiiiseeather didn't cool the
performance of the Gary Burton
Quintet at .the Maine Center for the
Arts.
The quintet opened its performance
Kith,a song written by Chick Corea titlcd "P.M."
This piece featured brilliant solos by
Donny McCaslin on tenor saxophone,
and Gary Burton on vibraphone.
Burton jokingly dedicated a song of
religious quality to Jimmy Swaggart titl
ed "Why'd You Do It?", written by
Llohn Scofield.
Accompanying Burton were Martin
Richards, drums; Gildas Bode, bass;
Donny McCaslin, saxophone; Makoto
Ozone, piano.
The quintet performed several of
Ozone's newest compositions Including
"Bent°. Box" and "Times Like
hese. •'

states and valuing mutual leadership.
"Bent° Box" showed Ozone's
Nasecr Aruvi; a professor of political
masterful technical ability not only in
Lime
arSouth-f.astern Massachusetts
t
playing but also in composing. The latUniversity
And native Pilestinian agreed
ter had a romantic quality that lulled the
that the issue had been "forced on
audience.
•
bract," but felt the intentions of the
One of.. his pieces, titled "Kato's
Palestinians were peaceful rather than
Revenge," was the result of a time
provocative. He said the Palestinians
when Burton locked Ozone in a room
were
trying "to out administer the
with a pii‘no and would not let him out
Israels, not out fight them,"
until he composed a piece. Ozone's
Aruvi agreed that the Middle East was
frustration of beina confined to a piano
"importan
t and touchy," and that an
showed in the wide range of dynamics
Arab-Israe
coexistence was crucial.
li
and tantalizing articulation.
His
lecture,
entitled, "A Palestinian
The quintet entranced the audience
Persp,exti
ve
of
the Middle Eat,"
during "Bratilia." The piece had a
discussed the historical and political imsofter, gentler sound which featured
portance of the war . He said the PalestiOzone on the piano and Burton on the
nians are "taking matters into their own
vibraphone.
hands" to slop the Israeli-Arab conflict.
The performancewas well-rounded
--Aruvi
felt Palestinians were taking the
with the Quintet performing both older
initiative
to implant "the seeds of
and newer songs, and the performers
peace."
showed their indisidual musical
"Arafat's actions signaled that
capabilities. I left the concert hall with
whatever
was happening needed to be
a smile, humming my favorite harresolved," he said. "What is coming
monies from the show under my breath.

RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING

(condoned from page one)

out of the center of this (resolution) is
a conclusion that can result in a settlement."

.

Drora Cass, director of the United
States office of the International Corn.
mittee for Peace and native Israeli met
with Arafat during Hanukhah, in
Sweden. At that point, she said, her
hopes were so high that there might be
peace between the countries, she hoped
Arafat would "light the third candle of
Hanukhah with us."
"I knew it was just a dream,
though," she said.
Cass and a team of Jews left the U.S.
last year to "discuss, not negotiate"
with Arafat in a "relaxed and positive
atmosphere." According to Cass, the
meeting was a success.
She said she believes Arafat's intentions were sincere, and "if Israel
negotiates- we may move forward to
make a pathway of peace for the next
generation."
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youri FIRST STEP TOWARD SUCCESS ISTHE ONE
---

YOU COULDTAKE-T115 SUMMER.
At Army ROTC Camp Challenge, you'll learn
what it takes to succeed— in college and in life.
You'll build self-confidence and develop your
leadership potential. Plus you can also qualify
to earn an Army Officers commission when
you graduate from college.
Army ROTC Camp Challenge It may be
)ust what you need to reach the top.

ARMY ROTC

•

THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.
find out what's in it for you. You'll be AMAZED! Call Lieutenant
Greg Bucrhin at 581-1126 or stop by Room 114 in the Field House.
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MakeYouLaugh
TM
44
LEO 4

-Contestants
selected by random.
Drawing at the show.
44APIA
-

catAial B
BRAD STINE

CRAIG ANTON

"WE CAN MAKE YOU LAUGH
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-$25.00 cash prIzes
-"Make Me Laugh"
T-shirts.

COMEDY GAME SHOW
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